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 La Charca  is one of the most important social critiques that we find in Puerto 

Rican Literature at the end of the nineteenth century.  Reality is represented in a 

naturalistic way so that the negative side of society is brought to the surface for 

everyone to see.  But not all the elements which characterize this society are described 

in realistic terms.  In fact there are a series of images and symbols that embody the 

general view of the island in those times.  This essay is an attempt to analyze and find 

some significance to these symbols in a social and political context.  All these symbolic 

elements are used to embody the idea of corruption, human degeneration and vice that 

permeates the rural society in the island that is being criticized. 

 We could classify these symbols in two groups:  those elements taken from 

nature and those which relate to the human body.  Before dealing with these symbols 

we should take into account the way Zeno describes nature and the way the characters 

are presented.  On the one hand, descriptions of the island landscapes are usually 

permeated by a feeling of pride, of hope.  Nature is in many ways personalized, 
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becoming one of the few  “good“ characters.  It is described as the source of strength 

and vitality that people need to recover their “health”, and become active participants 

in the reconstruction of their race, of their nation.  Nature is that ever present element 

that no one sees (even as they “look” at it). 

 On the other hand we find characters who remain static throughout the 

narrative. We could even consider them “types”, flat characters who fail to evolve. As 

Julia María Guzmán points out: “estos personajes son meros símbolos en apoyo de su 

tesis. Son tipos, cada uno con una función que les asigna el novelista“ (171).  Each of 

them can be seen as representing allegorically every single vice found among these 

people: greed, egoism, evil, avarice, etc.  In these ways almost all characters (even the 

good ones) can be considered symbols of different behaviours and sometimes, of 

different ideological stances. 

 All symbols in the novel are directly related to the situation of rural society in the 

island.  Zeno wants to focus on a specific area of the island where degradation is more 

easily described by the “scrutinizing eye” of the narrator.  These people corrupted by 

greed, by egotism, by inactivity, lack of interest in anything apart from their own daily 

subsistence ,this people are, in some way, made weaker and more insensible by their 

own degeneration, which is described in physical terms, usually as an illness, as 

stagnant water, as putrefaction and decomposition. Thus, it is expected that the symbols 

used to represent this degeneration are related to nature and to deterioration of the 
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body.   Nevertheless, it is necessary to notice that some of these symbols have a double 

significance depending on the context where they appear.  That is, some of them can be 

seen as positive, others as negative. 

 Nature is one of the great elements in the book.  It permeates every single 

experience in the story, is a perpetual witness to daily situations and interaction.  It 

often signals what it is happening, even anticipating the nature of the events 

(sometimes ominous, it sometimes embodies  a vitality in opposition to the inactivity 

found in the people).  Some of the more important symbols that accompany the 

narrative are the river, la charca (deriving from these two elements is the general 

symbol of the water, sometimes flowing, sometimes stagnant), air, the stone, the woods, 

the night (and the shadows), the light and colors. 

 The river and “la charca” are the most primary of these symbols in the novel.  

They stand for contrasting ideas:  la charca embodies all the corruption and degradation 

of the people who symbolically are decomposing like water when it is stagnant.  That 

means that inactivity, laziness, forgetfulness and passivity attract negative 

consequences, as happens with stagnant water in which vegetation decomposes, 

drawing insects and provoking disgusting odors.  “La charca “ means the death of 

something which was alive.  People are dying little by little in their own isolation, 

seeing impassively how their lives lose strength and quality, how their society is riven 

by crime and every kind of vice, without even attempting to find a solution to their 

problem: “déjese al miasma que trabaje incansable aumentando con venenosos 
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sedimentos la inmensa charca de la podredumbre social” (26).  These people are 

reluctant to act, “impotente para levantar la cabeza y respirar ambientes de cultura, 

teniendo que hundirla en el pantano, bajo la pesadumbre de la ignorancia y la 

enfermedad” (23). 

 The river is even more present in the narrative than la charca , though the 

general idea of degeneration and putrefaction is dominant (the word “charca “ only 

appears once).  The significance of this constant presence has two faces: on the one 

hand, the river and its waters flowing placidly suggests purity through cleaning, health, 

positive ideas and a transparency of acts and behaviour necessary for general 

improvement.  Water as nourishment for plants also suggests education, knowledge in 

opposition to ignorance, awakening: “disminuido el caudal nutricio, la planta no 

muere, se aniquila” (17), “[el agua] venía desde muy alto ... aireándose, saturándose de 

frescura, filtrándose y siempre regalando con agradable limpieza” (218).  On the other 

hand, the river also represents a reactionary force, activity, vitality, revolution.  This is 

reflected in the power that the river sometimes demonstrates when it flows with 

violence, threatening with  the force of its energy and impetus all that stands in its way. 

Thus, the river, the narrator tells us, was something that:   

 

..rodaba con fuerza inaudita. El torrente precipitábase en una carrera sin freno, 

aullando como un can enfurecido, retorciéndose como una gigantesca serpiente, 
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resuelto a romper la estrechez del canal que lo encauzaba... Las aguas fangosas, 

rojas;chocaban, impetuosamente, con las laderas... desplomábanse espumosas 

por los declives o giraban arremolinándose en un laberinto de círculos 

concéntricos; socabavan la base de las peñas... rugían, en fin, con ira de chacal 

condenado. (134) 

 

 There are  other natural elements which are related to aspects of social life. Most 

of can be regarded as negative (when they become accomplices of criminal intrigues) or 

as positive when they become witness to  genuine feelings of love and great passion.  

The negative meaning, nevertheless, usually prevails.  Almost all criminal acts and 

schemes to hurt other people for personal profit occur at night; the night is personalized 

as a mute witness (an accomplice, since it hides their evil schemes). Just before Marcelo 

witnesses Gines’ murder,for example,  “la noche era muy obscura” after Deblas tells 

Gaspar that their plot should be postponed and Gaspar is thinking what he would do 

next, the night seems to reflect his thoughts: “Discurría la noche como fantasma que 

pasara envuelto en túnica cenicienta... Cada astro irradiaba una saeta de luz, primero 

tímida, en seguida intensa, después tímida otra vez, replegándose y apagándose, como 

si, horrorizado de las contiendas humanas quisiera el astro cerrar los ojos” (156). 

 The wood is also a witness of the social degradation embodied in Gaspar, Deblás, 

Old Marta, Galante, etc. Like the night, ”El bosque vivía henchido de misterios” (85).  It 
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is the hidden place and the main location of their crimes and immoral behaviour. We 

are told: “La montaña , con su laberinto de bosques y plantíos, fue el seno profundo en 

donde se desvaneció la criminal silueta” (196), “Y Deblás se internó en el bosque, 

mientras Gaspar, cerrando con rabia los punos, blasfemaba...” (155), “... {Gaspar} 

repechó el cerro por donde no había camino e internóse en el bosque poseído de ansia 

de huir” (168).  The wood isolates them all from the light, it becomes the place where 

they show their true, corrupted, contaminated nature. 

 The need to breathe pure air is also reflected in the way  characters live in an 

atmosphere of polluted air.  Pure air embodies the hope that some day these people will 

get out from la charca and get some fresh air, reject their vices and passivity to be able 

to improve their situation and that of the nation in general: “Donde veía el mal, movíase 

a la protesta; donde descubría el error, necesitaba desvanecerlo, como quien, 

anegándose, necesita sacar la cabeza del agua y respirar aire ambiente” (16).  They need 

to know and to reflect upon their problems to be able to solve them, through education 

as Juan del Salto suggests : “la lucha de una raza inerme, impotente para levantar la 

cabeza y respirar ambientes de cultura” (23) , progress, and above all freedom as a 

nation; this is the main message of the novel, what the leading classes should aim at is, 

as Juan del Salto suggests: “Abriré de par en par los huecos que puedan facilitar la 

entrada del aire, del aire puro, sano, corriente ... Si al pecho que respira mal se le da aire 

aun cuando transitoriamente no lo respire bien, a las razas immóviles se les da la 
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libertad, expansión, aunque todavía no sepan removerse en la anchura” (231). 

 People in the island are characterized as stone-like, impassive to the degradation 

in whichthey live in, unmoved by all the miseries that surround them every day.  As 

Juan del Salto asserts using this symbol to describe the “race” of peasants:  “La estatua 

es bella, la colmo el arte de encantos y permanece rígida en su immovilidad de piedra... 

Esa es la raza... Lo que se necesita es animar la estatua: corazón que palpita, alma que 

aliente, nervio que transmita la corriente volutiva, cerebro que piense” (230).  Stones are 

symbols of death (two characters, Gines and Silvana die from being hit by stones and 

Silvana’s body is “destrozado sobre la piedra...  un alto relieve tallado en granito” 

(265)),  of esterility, lack of vitality, and illusion: “Jamás sobre la piedra nació el rosal” 

(24).  

 Until now, we have seen a number of symbols taken from nature but there are 

clearer set of symbols that have to do with the human body and its natural degradation 

through illness and death.  Many of the main characters in the novel die dramatically, 

most die as a consequence of their own or other people’s vices and crimes (the only 

exception is Silvana, the one who suffers most).  We should also keep in mind that Zeno 

Gandia was a doctor in Puerto Rico and knew how an illness can corrupt the body and 

destroy it.  Like his admired Zola (and like the Spanish writer Pio Baroja, who  also 

worried about decadence and illness in Spain, especially after 1898), his profession 

helps him to gather information about the illness of his people by presenting them 
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within common situations at the time, to be able to diagnose the kind of illness, and 

suggest a solution (prescription). 

 This image of sick society in need of a cure for its annihilating decease is a 

recurrent image throughout the novel.  This is especially clear when describing the 

working class of the island:  they represent the pathological illness that the whole 

society suffers from.  Almost everybody is pale and skinny; they do not care, they 

accept their situation with an exasperating conformity: “una enfermiza normalidad 

impuesta a las gentes por la sorda depresión de los organismos; una mentida salud 

alentando engañosa sobre el cuerpo destruido de una raza” (219).  Marcelo is an 

example of a good person who suffers from the national illness and is irremediably 

doomed to die because of the influence of his likes. Old Marta’s grandchild is also a 

symbol for that new generation which is not being fed and nourished as it should, 

growing up in a sterile psychological soil, with no hope for tomorrow.  The physical 

weakness of the “race” accompanies its psychological and ideological weakness.  The 

race, the nation is seen as an ill body needing diagnosis and prescription.  Attempts to 

clarify the situation are made by Juan del Salto, by Pintado and  by father Esteban.  

They however do not agree as what line of action should be followed.  This is evidence 

of the lack of consensus between the leading classes and politicians in Puerto Rico at the 

moment.  

 There is a strong symbolism in the idea of the stomach receiving contaminated 
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food.  It emphasizes a notion of the “race” as a huge physical body which suffers from 

undernourishment (also a lack of regenerating ideas, morals, common aims to improve 

the nation) which also affects the brain and cosequently, the behaviour and feelings of 

the people:  

 

Constituían un gran estómago que perecía exhausto por falta de nutrición. 

Formaban un conjunto social débil ante las causas mórbidas.  Y ese conjunto, 

predispuesto al crimen por la depauperacion orgánica, por la influencia 

venenosa del alcohol, proyectada a través de las generaciones; por la precocidad 

gestativa, deprimiendo la prole; por la insuficiencia de la alimentación; por la 

desproporción entre esta y el trabajo físico exigido; por la intemperie; por la 

desnudez; por la acción atmosférica y la telúrica; por el abandono en que se 

consume. (227) 

 

In this passage (missing in the English translation!) we see how the physical stomach 

embodies the idea of the brain lacking strengthening thoughts which can help them 

recover from that degenerating decease: “es menester digerir esas ideas en el admirable 

estómago perceptivo del cerebro, transformándolas después en juicios justos, serenos, 

sensatos, razonables” (54). 

 Drink and unhealthy food are the venoms which corrupt this huge ill stomach.  
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They are not worried about the healthiness of what they eat, the only thing that matters 

is subsistence (as an animal) without even noticing how these undernourishment is 

undermining the strength of the “race” into laziness, vices, crimes, greed and egoism, 

lack of impetus for improvement and progress: “Si este estómago social se nutriera, la 

raza mejoraría, ...vendrían las conquistas de la civilización, de la cultura , de la moral, 

del progreso” (227).  Even those people who still have some moral and goodness in 

them , like Marcelo, are victims of society and of its weaknesses: “Quedábase muchos 

días en la choza, manteniéndose de algún fiambre, imposible para el trabajo, dominado 

por una enferma laxitud” (189).  

 At the same time, gluttony is a symbol for greed and those who long to satisfy 

their hunger for money are usually victims of their own sins.  This is what happens to 

Deblas when he breaks into Andujar’s shop and finding no money, eats all that he can.  

Likewise, Andujar is the symbol of the corrupted hacendado , interested only in his own 

benefit:  “La bomba, la terrible bomba, chupando siempre con la sórdida succión de la 

avaricia y la impiedad de la mala fe!” (68). 

 As we have seen so far, nature, though described with romantic emotion as the 

beauty of the island, also supplies a set of symbols which, while they are sometimes 

seen as participanting in this paradisiacal landscape, also suggests what is going on in 

the island.  Nature is a constant witness and Zeno uses images taken from it as negative 

connotations to describe the people; at the same time some of these symbols are a 
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constant reminder of the hope that is still there waiting for his characters to discover it; 

to follow the example of a nurturing mother nature, always renewing, refreshing itself. 

 The extended symbol of society as a sick social body  is also the main 

metaphorical device in the novel, stressing the need for revealing society’s vices 

through analysis.  This idea about the healing powers of literature as a social critique is 

not new in literature as we have seen,  and as Biasin points out:  

 

Disease, far from being a simple aspect of reality, is an integral element of a 

given historical and social structure taken into consideration by literature; 

therefore, disease often becomes a point of view, an instrument of knowledge 

and of totalizing judgement for an author... even the language of criticism has 

been influenced by medical terminology ... diagnosis, sympton, prognosis... anatomy 

and physiology...” (Qtd. In Gelpi 10) 

 

 This use of metaphors and symbols to describe and criticize Puerto Ricasn 

society at that time, though in some way opposed to realism  (an ever-present influence 

in the novel), allows us to feel that personal and poetic flavour in Zeno’s novel, and, as 

Cesareo Rosa-Nieves points out: “lo ubica definitivamente dentro de un realismo de 

vanguardia, lindante con las primeras fragancias del modernismo hispanoamericano” 

(115). 
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